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Abstract
This paper describes the structural geometry of a beam element, which is assembled from 4 coupled, thin elastic strips through intentionally applied torsion. Consequently, the beam element generates a self-restraining system. Our investigations are based on architectural design studies of preliminary paper models, laboratory experiments of the full-scale cantilever beam, and computational structural simulations. We are also providing a comparison between digital, physical, and photogrammetric results. We describe the production, assembly, disassembly, the shape generation principles, and the final shape of the beam element in various scales from paper model to physical prototype. We are exploring the design and application space as well as the digital generation and the digitalization of the beam geometry. The paper pays special attention to the geometrical stiffening effect, which has been described by the Föppl-von Kármán (FvK) equations. The phenomenon of notably undulating surfaces of the individual strips of the beam is associated with their length-to-width-ratio but mainly with the extremely thin material thickness. The utilization of elastic torsion as a design driver links structural efficiency, architectural potentials, and aesthetics as first demonstrated in the realized research pavilion “Zero Gravity” by the team of A”SA (Aalto University Structures and Architecture) in 2019.
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1. Introduction
Torsion, apart from twisting in non-circular cross-sections, causes warping, which results in nontrivial geometry (Timoshenko [1]). The interest in the generation and investigation of twisted geometries have a long history that dates back to ancient times (Cartwright and Gonzalez [2]). Nevertheless, torsion usually has not been considered as beneficial or desired from both structural and material perspectives (Wise [3]). However, there are many examples of twisted elements or structures throughout architectural history. Besides aesthetic or ornamental purposes, in some cases, twisted geometry has been the result of conceptual [4], functional or structural [5] considerations. Our approach to elastically torqued structures is, to intentionally use twisting as a method for the coalesce generation of architectural forms and efficient, load-bearing structures through utilizing the embodied elastic, residual stresses. Therefore, the presented method and process combines simultaneously bending-active (Lienhard [6]) aspects with torsion as a design driver of and for the proposed element. Depending on the achieved equilibrium states, the resultant geometry provides very light and highly efficient structures in both, material use and structural performance perspectives accompanied with compelling architectural and functional features.
This paper presents the geometry of an elastically torqued beam element at such an equilibrium state, applied as a cantilevering beam element of the Zero Gravity kinematic pavilion, (Filz et al. [7]). Our investigation focuses on the self-organizing geometry, as well as on the structural and architectural potentials of the elastically torqued beam element. The current work is based on architectural design studies through preliminary paper models, on laboratory experiments of the full-scale cantilever beam, as well as on the comparison between computational simulations and photogrammetric analysis.

2. Production, assembly, disassembly, and shape of the beam element

2.1. Creating a beam element from four twisted strips

A single, elastically twisted strip can provide functional features as part of a larger structure. On the other hand, such a strip usually cannot generate an efficient load-bearing system as a primary structure. In architectural applications, bending-active strips have been used as twisting parts of kinetic façades like in the Softhouse project (Lienhard and Knippers [8]) and the Yeosu Pavilion (Knippers et al. [9]) among others, functioning as a shading system. Another approach has been followed in the Loops experimental structure (Filz [10]), focusing on the exploration of possible forms achieved by elastic torsion. Combining geometrical and structural aims with functional features demands for a global restraining system. Along these lines, torqued stirps have been employed in hybrid structures (Slabbinck et al. [11]) to increase their stiffness capacity or in grid-like structures such as in the Berkeley Weave (Schleicher and La Magna [12]). In contrast to the above-mentioned systems, we are proposing an approach by using four torqued strips to create a closed structural geometry by simultaneously generating a self-restraining system. Such a beam element follows a formation process, where both the resulting global geometry and the geometry of the individual strips are the results of a self-organizing process.

2.2. Shape generation principles

The concept for the shape generation of the proposed beam element is demonstrated in figure 1. Firstly, a tube of square cross-sectional shape (figure 1b) is created by repetitively folding a rectangular sheet of paper (figure 1a) three times. Secondly, the obtained 1 degree-of-freedom (DOF) mechanism is locked by cross-wisely connecting the tube’s short edges (figure 1c). On one hand the individual paper segments (strips) are not constrained by support conditions. Therefore, they are free to spatially rearrange during twisting. On the other hand, the four individual strips are interdependent due to the hinge coupling of the strips’ longitudinal edges. This method of restraining the mechanism relies on the deformation of the individual paper segments (strips). Consequently, the linear edges of the paper segments (strips) transform into the common seamlines between the strips described by planar curves (figure 2). In the resulting geometry, these seamlines work as proper hinges along the longitudinal edges of the four rectangular paper segments (strips), which have been torqued by 90°, or more specifically by two times 45° in opposite directions.

Figure 1: The generation principles of the shape through a paper model: (a) a piece of paper with four segments, (b) folding a square cross-section tube, (c) cross-wisely connecting the tube’s short edges to restrain the 1-DOF-mechanism
Simultaneously, a sideward shift of each of the four paper segments (strips) occurs besides their twist of 90°. The horizontal and vertical shifts of each segment (strip) are equal to their half widths. Consequently, the central axis of the created tube describes the intersection line and the central axis of the beam element’s mirroring planes (horizontal and vertical) before and after closing the system, as shown in figure 2. Such a formation process causes considerably large, geometrically non-linear deformation, which requires adequate flexibility from the material point of view. To achieve the desired geometry, we use extremely light, thin, and elastic material by using parts of the materials’ capacity [13] for the twist procedure. In return, the resulting inner force balance and stresses can increase the global, geometrical stiffness of the beam element. In short, we are selling parts of the material’s strength for gaining increased stiffness. One of the striking features of paper models is the undulating surface of each single paper segment (strips), which was initially thought to be an imperfection of model making but has very specific reasons and benefits, which will be discussed in section 5.

![Figure 2: The concept of the formation process with respect to the unchanged central axis, mirroring planes, the sideward shifts of the strips, and the transformation of strips’ linear edge lines into planarly curved seam lines](image)

### 2.3. Full-scale prototypes from plywood strips

Our investigations include a series of physical models in various scales from different thin sheet materials in different thicknesses. Accordingly, the closed, hollow-section cantilever beam element, shown in figure 3, was assembled from four identical, plywood strips. The strips were cut from planar plate material of 6.5mm all-birch plywood composed from five veneer layers, with three layers in cross direction and two layers in longitudinal direction, and with Em II: 12737 N/mm² and Em ⊥: 4763 N/mm² as the most relevant material properties amongst others [14]. The material dimensions and the orientation of the plies were defined with respect to flexibility properties for the practical formation process. So, the decision for plywood as material included aspects like practicability, ease of processing, ease of assembly and sustainability. The selected material thickness was based on manual testing and
availability as an industrial product. The strips’ width-to-length ratio was chosen as 1/10, which turned out to be an appropriate ratio according to the above-mentioned experiments and material tests. Similar to our initial paper models, the width-to-length-to-thickness ratio of the individual plywood strips can be considered as very thin. Consequently, the beam element’s strip dimensions were 200mm width × 2000mm length × 6.5mm thickness. A 400mm overlength was left for clamping the beam element during the load tests and for connecting it to other members of the roof structure of the Zero Gravity pavilion (figure 3).

In contrast to the paper models, which are formed from one tube into the structure, the full-scale beam element is assembled from separate strips in two steps: (i) by twisting each of the four initially planar strips by 90 degrees around their longitudinal axis, and (ii) by assembling the inversely twisted strips into a hollow profile to generate matching seamlines. Clearly, elastic bending around the two different axes, namely the weak (perpendicular to the longitudinal axis) and the strong (perpendicular to the plane) ones of the plate considerably influences the final geometry. Following twisting each individual strip, the longitudinal seamlines are hinge joined, while the short edges are closed by clamping for practical reasons. An area of 5cm width was used for the clamping at the both ends of the element. This led to the lenticular openings in-between the strips as shown in figure 4a. These openings were gradually closed by employing the “Clove Hitch End” lacing technique [15]. The used lacing material was standard, 100% multifilament braided polypropylene rope with a diameter of ø4 mm. The rope is fed through predrilled holes of the thin plywood strips and then between itself to create a crossing point, which ends up in a friction based self-locking system (figure 4c). The utilized self-locking system does not necessitate knots, consequently it provides quick closing, the possibility of adjusting and re-opening. This process of assembly generates common seamlines, which naturally follow planar curves. Of course, the overall geometry of the beam and the longitudinal seamlines are slightly deviating from a purely hinged version as described above by the paper models, but in this stage of research, the deviations are assumed as less relevant.
Similar to the paper folded version, one person can manually conduct all steps of the formation and the assembly process of the beam element with common tools. Ease of manufacturing, assembly, and rapid disassembly has been achieved by using flat sheet material (as provided by the industry), simple, rectangular cutting patterns without cut off and by applying proposed low-tech detailing for the seamlines. Yet, the achieved geometry does show high complexity: shape-wise through its global fluent form with undulating surfaces and structure-wise through combining material properties with geometric stiffness.

3. Design and application space
As a first validation of application, the above-presented beam element was used in a full-scale experimental structure, namely the “Zero Gravity” kinematic pavilion. [7] (figure 5a). Six elastically torqued beam elements were employed as cantilevering beams of the roof of the pavilion (figure 5b). The cantilevering application enables the utilization of the full potential of the beam’s geometry by following the natural force flow and shape of a cantilever. Accordingly, the horizontal edges (smallest vertical cross-section) were forming the cantilever's free end, where the bending moment is zero. The beams' vertical edges (tallest vertical cross-section) providing the maximum structural height where the maximum bending moment is expected to occur (figure 6).
However, the horizontally cantilevering beam is only one type of application within a wide range of constellations. The design and application space includes mirrored versions as a simply supported beam-element and variations of the strips’ cutting pattern in shape and/or ratio. The modification of the beam’s short edges (in the present case 90° and orthogonal to the central axis) allows for changes in the spatial orientation and the number of connected beam elements with the potential of creating spatial structures. This potential will for example lead to spatial branching and/or grid-like, planar, or spatially arranged structures, which are not the subject of this paper.

4. Digital generation and the digitalization of the geometry

The digital generation of the shape is conducted in the Rhinoceros 6 SR34 and Grasshopper environment [16] with Kangaroo 2 physics engine, and Abaqus CAE FEM software [17] by using thin-shell elements (S4R). In our computational models, the short edges were assumed to be closed as hinge-joined (according to the paper model) or as clamped (as executed in the full-scale prototype) (figure 7a-b). However, we used the digital model with clamped short edges, to compare the digitally generated geometry with the geometry of the physical, full-scale prototype.

To increase computational efficiency, the investigations have been conducted based on a single strip by introducing the constraints imposed by the neighboring strips. Accordingly, one of the longitudinal edges of the strip is restrained to lie in a predefined horizontal plane, while the other longitudinal edge is forced to lie in a vertical mirroring plane, as shown above in figure 2. The initial and the final position of the short edges are defined. Along with 90° rotation, a vertical and horizontal displacement in y and
z directions is imposed by half of the strip's width as described in section 2.2, while the translation in the x-direction is not restricted. Computationally both, the rotational movement of 90° and the translational movement are not directly induced to the strip, but they are imposed on a secondary element, which is connected to the strip's free short edge. Correspondingly, the algorithm let all the vertices allocate themselves as a result of the connected element's rotation and translation within the limits of defined boundary conditions. Quasi-static (Clough and Penzien [18]) analysis is used to simulate the large deformation for gradually increased torsion in geometrically non-linear FEM (figure 7d).

The realized beam prototype was digitalized in a photogrammetric reconstruction by using the RealityCapture software [19] through following the methodology described by Janiszewski et al. [20]. The mesh model was generated from 3D point cloud consisting of 9 million points with a mean surface point density of 5 pts/mm2 (figure 7c). This digitalization served as a reference model, which was overlayed with the generated mesh from computational simulation. As a result, the maximum, spatial deviation of the compared mesh-geometries was about less than 4mm. Compared to the size of the individual strips, which are 200mm width × 2000mm length × 6.5mm thickness, this deviation is considered as minor.

5. Geometrical stiffness and the Föppl-von Kármán effect

The resulting, form found shape of the beam’s geometry is a consequence of a displacement-driven process because we know the dimensions of the strips, their coupling, the final, spatial position of the short edges, and that the longitudinal seam-lines are either part of a vertical or a horizontal plane as shown in figure 2.

As mentioned above, the individual strips' longitudinal edge lines turn into planarly curved seamlines of the final beam element. Although the longitudinal edges of the strips tend to describe spatial curves during twisting, they are inherently forced to follow the planar curves due to sharing common seamlines. In response, undulating stripe-surfaces emerge from the increased inherited stresses. This phenomenon, which is associated with the small material thickness, has firstly been noticed in our paper models. However, all the physical prototypes generated from very thin strips show notably seen undulating surfaces as a result of self-equilibration of the structure. The observed structural phenomenon is related to what has been described by the Föppl-von Kármán (FvK) equations in terms of stress resultant, which can have a geometric stiffening effect on structures against external loading.

The ratio between the typical dimension of the plate a and its thickness h, namely a/h, of the typical strip used in the beam prototype sown in figure 3, lies between 10< a/h<100 and according to Ventsel [21] the plate is classified as thin plate. Furthermore, these types of plates are further classified according to the deflection w to thickness h ratio, namely w/h, as stiff for w/h<0.3 and as flexible when w/h>0.3. Additionally, when the magnitude of ratio w/h is larger than 5, the membrane behaviour dominates the response. In these cases, the linear plate bending theory of Kirchoff [22] is not valid anymore due to the fact that it neglects the straining of the middle plane of the plate along with its corresponding stresses. To this end, the large deflection theory of thin plates applies and more specifically the coupled nonlinear partial differential equations first developed by von Kármán [23] hold:

\[
\frac{\partial^4 \phi}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 \phi}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 \phi}{\partial y^4} = Eh \left( \frac{(\partial^2 \phi)}{\partial x \partial y} \right)^2 - \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2} ;
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^4} + \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial y^4} = \frac{1}{D} \left( p + \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial y^2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y^2} - 2 \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial x \partial y} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x \partial y} \right)
\]

(1)
where $\Phi$ denotes the stress function due to geometrical non linearity (von Kármán), $w$ the normal to the surface deflection of the plate, $E$ the modulus of elasticity, $h$ the thickness of the plate and $D = \frac{Eb^3}{12(1-v^2)}$

where $v$ is the Poisson ratio and $p$ the normal to the plate surface load. The relationship between the stress function $\Phi$ and membrane forces is given by the following equations:

$$N_x = \frac{\partial^2 \Phi}{\partial y^2}; \quad N_y = \frac{\partial^2 \Phi}{\partial x^2}; \quad N_{xy} = \frac{\partial^2 \Phi}{\partial x \partial y}$$

(2)

The equations (1) hold for isotropic material and for orthotropic with not large ratio between their modulus of elasticity. The first of the equations (1) represents the in-plane equilibrium equation, while the second one represents the bending. When the deflections are small, the two equations decouple, and the latter equation is only needed to solve the plate bending. Then the righthand side reduces to $p/d$. Due to the complexity of the analytical solution of equations (1), a finite element simulation was used to derive the response of the plate.

The numerical simulation implemented in Abaqus [17] indicated that at some parts of the strip the membrane stresses are dominating the response of the plate, compared to the flexural ones. More specifically, at the regions close to the ends of the beam, where the deflections are large, the membrane stresses were dominant. As the case study shows, the torque related curvature and the geometrical non-linearity activate the membrane stresses at the plate middle surface at the regions close to the ends of the beam. This effect is due to the von Kármán strains, see Eq. 1, which couple the relatively large out-of-plane deflections to the in-plane responses.

6. Conclusion and outlook

Although torsion usually is not considered beneficial from structures and material perspectives, our studies indicate high architectural potential and significant structural benefit due to the geometrical stiffening effect, which has been described by the FvK equations. Presented beam element shows one aspect of the ongoing research in the framework of elastic torsion as a design driver for architectural aesthetics and applications as well as structural performance. We presented the structural geometry of a beam element from four torqued strips for lightweight structures. The beam element has been evaluated through its successful use as a cantilevering beam element of the “Zero Gravity” kinematic pavilion with a pre-defined set-up, width to length ratio of 1:10, and 6.5mm thickness. The proposed assembly method and the coupling and utilization of elastic torsion of the four individual thin strips result in a geometry that follows the natural force flow and shape of a cantilever beam. The cantilever beam was tested against bending, and as a result, the point-load applied at the cantilever’s free end has been approximately twenty-five times the beam’s self-weight.

Our investigations are including computational structural simulations for shape generation, geometrical and structural analysis. The comparison of the digital and the physical prototyping are based on photogrammetric reconstruction. The results show highly precise matches in shape and structural performance. The described low-tech methods for assembly have been architecturally interesting and structurally sufficient for our early stage experiments. They also have a huge impact on the disassembly of the structure. The beams’ self-weight of less than 10kg, strips with cutting patterns without cut-offs and the use of natural material (plywood) are important aspects in the light of sustainability.

Our ongoing explorations of the design and application space open new avenues for spatial lightweight structures in various scales and are connected to studies on the reciprocal relationship of the dimensions, the shapes of the cutting patterns of the strips and the loadbearing capacity of the resulting structural elements. As our preliminary results indicate, there are cases where thinner material will increasingly
activate the geometrical stiffness and especially the FvK-effect, we will continue our ongoing parametric study on comparing specifically predefined elements regarding their material thickness. This way we identify a possibility to increase the strength of structural members by saving material and self-weight, which might be of importance for some industries and one aspect of finding more environment friendly solutions.

Future studies will exploit the further geometric potential of the formation process by changing the cutting patterns, the way the strips are coupled (clamped vs. hinged), the angle of induced rotation, and the scale with respect to its limits and qualities. Our interests and considerations include fields like the shipbuilding industry and applications with aerodynamic requirements.
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